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SEA OTTER DIORAMA
Shadow Art + Food Web

Materials:
- One color paper for background and another Contrasting color for Animals and habitat
- Or Magazines/ leftover advertisements in nice colors like more of a collage (not shown in our example)
- Scissors
- Box board (like from cereal Boxes) / or a small to medium frame to repurpose.
- Glue or Glue Stick
- Posicle sticks / chopsticks (if desired)
- Tape (if needed to hello secure items)



Overview: we are making a shadow art/Collage craft that shows the various types of foods,
habitat, and how sea otters live in that habitat. Our goal is to create art that represents
the Sea Otter habitat and Food Choices from New or repurposed items around the house.

Choose your colors >> Cut out shapes/Animals >> Glue your shapes >>
Make a Frame >> Hang in a favorite spot!

If you want to use this as a very open Steam activity, just give the basic instructions and
goals and Let Students come up with their own solutions or process.

Framing

1.) Plan your paper to the size to fit your frame if using a repurposed frame.
2.) Check that your collage will fit inside your frame border,
3.) OR leave some empty border in your picture if you will make your own

frame.
4.) You can make a frame from cutting cereal or other food boxes. Either

covering them with more magazine pages, or painting or coloring them
somehow.

Shadow art with Colored Paper

1.) Choose a background color and your animals /habitat elements color
2.) Choose the animals and natural elements to have in your diorama.  Some

ideas are; Long Strands of Kelp, Small bits of algae, Rocks, Crabs, Clams,
Abalone, Sea Urchin, Sea Stars, Sea Otters. Consider what colors you want
those elements to be if you’re using more than one color paper.

3.) Draw outlines of shapes or trace outlines. It helps when the shapes will
stand out against a neutral or simple background.

4.)Cut out the shapes.



5.) Place and arrange your animals and habitat elements and glue or tape
them onto your background.

6.) Frame your artwork.
7.) Hang your art in a favorite spot!

Alternative - Directions For Using Magazine paper:

1.) Collect your magazine or add pages.
2.) Divide your papers or cut paper sections into colors: Greens, Blues,

Oranges/Reds, Black/Brown / Dark Grey, Yellows, Light/White Colors.
3.) Choose a background color early in the process.
4.) What animals and natural elements will you have in your diorama?  Some

ideas are; Long Strands of Kelp, Small bits of algae, Rocks, Crabs, Clams,
Abalone, Sea Urchin, Sea Stars, Sea Otters and consider what colors you
want those elements to be?

5.) Start to draw outlines of shapes or trace outlines.
6.)Cut out the chapes.
7.) Place animals and habitat elements and glue them onto your background
8.) Frame your artwork.
9.) HAng your Artwork in a favorite spot!

Hanging The Art

1.) If you’ve made a frame out of cereal type boxes, you might use chopsticks or
popsicle sticks on the back of the frame to strengthen your picture frame.

2.) Try a different version of strengthening the frame and experiment to see
what works best for your hanging needs.

3.) Tie string, ribbon to the frame, or chopsticks/popsicle stick on the back, and
find a place to hang your art!


